A critical comparison of experimental data and theoretical calculations of the relative strengths for populating the Ar 11 *Se states following high-energy photoionisation ( y , e) and binary (e, 2e) processes is presented. There is a difference in reported pole strengths (peak areas) of the discrete Ar II states (formed by the ejection of a 3s electron) derived from the two techniques. In addition, the lack of strength in the Ar 11 continuum (i.e. for A?++ e) reported in the ( y, e) experiments is in contrast with theoretical calculations and binary (e, 2e) experiments. The possible problems of background subtraction in the ( y , e) experiment are discussed and it is noted that if the background function is determined in a region of the spectrum where considerable strength in the double ionisation continuum exists, the relative strengths for the satellite lines will be systematically underestimated. It is shown that removal of this defect in the interpretation of the ( 7 , e) experiment should result in smaller discrepancies between the ( y , e) and binary (e, 2e) measurements.
Both the binary (e, 2e) (McCarthy and Weigold 1976) and high-energy (7, e) (Brundle and Baker 1978) reactions can be used to study initial-and final-state configuration interaction (ISCI and FSCI) in atoms and molecules. The kinematics of these two experiments are quite different, with the (e, 2e) experiments (often termed electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS)) being performed at low recoii momenta ( q < 1 au) and the high-energy (7, e) experiments (usually called photoelectron spectroscopy (PES)) being performed at high values of the recoil momentum ( q = 10 au). Notwithstanding this, in the absence of ground-state correlations, it is expected that EMS and PES should give quantitatively similar results for the relative strengths of the various residual ion states (of the same symmetry manifold) that can be populated. Specifically, the relative strengths of the residual ion states, I f ) , that can be formed by the ejection of an electron from a particular orbital +i (usually determined by a target Hartree-Fock calculation), are proportional to a spectroscopic factor, S, where
If) = C,,fI43+ . . C,, is the coefficient of the configuration with a hole in orbital +i in the CI expansion, of this particular ion state. In order to relate the strengths of states that arise from the ejection of electrons from differing orbitals it is necessary to calculate orbital and continuum electron matrix elements which vary as a function of the recoil momentum and are different for the two processes. This is a somewhat simplistic description (ignoring the effects of ISCI and details of the reaction mechanism), however it will serve the purpose for our discussion which is concerned with the high-energy regime.
A number of EMS and PES studies have been done for the rare gases (Leung and Brion 1983 , McCarthy and Weigold 1984 , Gelius 1974 , Spears et a1 1974 and the respective spectra are quantitatively similar with the np-' manifold being dominated by the transition to the ns2np5 2Po state and the ns-l manifold showing strong FSCI between the nsnp6 'Se and ns2np4md ' S e configurations. However, it is disturbing that the relative strengths of the states of the ns-' manifold are apparently different for the two processes. This has led to speculation that problems exist in the interpretation of the (e, 2e) spectra (Hansen 1982 , Smid and Hansen 1983 , although no mechanism has been advanced to explain this in any detail. The reason for the assertion that it is the EMS rather than PES that cannot be understood is the alleged agreement between the PES data and some CI calculations (Smid and Hansen 1983,1984 ) (using a somewhat limited configuration set) of the Ar 11 3s-' manifold. It is our contention that the opposite is true and that the PES data need to be carefully re-examined with particular attention focused on the problems of background subtraction. For the purposes of clarity we will restrict the discussion to the argon spectra, although it will be relevant to the other rare gases.
In table 1 we present a compilation of most of the available (experimental and theoretical) (e, 2e) and ('y, e) data. The low-energy ( y, e) data (Adam et a1 1978) have not been presented since the problems of interchannel coupling and the energy dependence of the orbital continuum matrix element make a straightforward interpretation of the data somewhat problematic. The PES data come from only one experiment (Spears et a2 1974) which used the A1 K a and Mg K a lines giving a recoil momentum of about 10.0 au. The relative EMS intensities (Leung and Brion 1983, McCarthy and Weigold 1984) were found to be independent of the recoil momentum (up to 1.5 au) within experimental accuracy. The disagreements between the PES and EMS results are serious with the relative strength of the 3s23p43d 'Se state being a factor of two different The experimental energies (in eV) are all in good agreement. The continuum spectrum contributions up to 50 eV (Brion 1984) . The continuum spectrum includes contributions up to 55 eV. e A false background has been subtracted out to simulate the corresponding analysis of the PES data.
The PES numbers of Dyall and Larkins have contributions from 'Se, *P" and 'De satellite states. For the EMS column only the 'Se intensities have been used. g The identification of this peak as completely 3s23p44s *Se might not be correct for the ( 7 , e) experiments. and the PES study not reporting any strength above 42 eV in contradiction with the EMS experiments.
With regard to the theoretical calculations, those of Smid and Hansen (1983, 1984, SH) and Dyall and Larkins (1982, DL) are qualitatively similar. The CI basis in both cases included the 3s3p6 configuration and a large number of 3s23p4nd 'Se configurations. The calculations of SH also incorporate the effects of the 3s23p4&d continuum while those of DL include the 3s23p4ns 2Se configurations. The calculations of Mitroy et a1 (1984, MAM) use a configuration set formed by allowing a class of single and double excitations from a reference set comprised of the 3s3p6 and 3s23p4il (il E {a, 3d, 4d, z, 4s)) configurations. The calculations of SH and DL are in fair agreement with the PES derived relative strengths for the 38.6 and 41.2 eV transitions, but additionally report considerable strength in the continuum region which is not reported by PES but is seen in the EMS studies. The MAM calculations are in fair agreement with EMS and show larger contrasts with PES.
Comparing all the theoretical and experimental results it is clear that the absence of any quoted continuum strength for PES is anomalous. This is not surprising since one of the limitations of PES has been the difficulty in determining the background so regions of the spectrum which are weak and smooth are assumed to be part of the background unless there are good reasons to the contrary. In the case where the peaks are strong and well separated there is relatively little difficulty in determining the intensity ratios. This is not the case for the experiments of Spears et a1 (1974) where the background count rates were large (as can be seen from their figure 4). Indeed, there was a specific mention of the difficulty of determining the background. The difficulties of the analysis in this case are made even more exacting since the strength in the bound 3s23p4nd series merges with the strength in the 3s23p4&d continuum. All this is in contrast to EMS where the background is small, and moreover can be unambiguously determined.
In such a situation the determination of the background (for PES) becomes a somewhat arbitrary procedure, which can induce large systematic errors. While Spears et a1 (1974) did not go into any great detail about their method of background determination we may safely assume that part of their procedure involved fitting a function to the data in the continuum region which is continued smoothly into the complex structure below the first ionisation limit. Since the continuum region has considerable strength the background will be systematically overestimated and as a consequence the strengths of the peaks close to the continuum region will be underestimated. The strength of the transition to the 3s3p6 state will be relatively unaffected since it is much stronger than the background and is energetically well separated from the continuum region.
To obtain a numerical estimate of the systematic errors induced by fitting a background curve to the continuum region we have reanalysed the EMS data in a way to simulate the analysis of the PES data. The region between 32 and 35 eV and the region above 44eV were used to determine a false background function which was continued smoothly in the region between 35 and 44 eV. This false background function (shown in figure 1 ) was subtracted from the data, relative areas of the residual parts of the peaks at 36.7, 38.6 and 41.2 eV determined, and thus the residual relative intensities found. It is noticeable that the relative intensities of the residual parts of the satellite lines (table 1) have decreased dramatically and are in suspiciously good agreement with PES results. The improved agreement suggests that if a more accurate background determination for PES were possible then the existing discrepancies between The 1000 eV non-coplanar symmetric separation energy spectrum of argon at an azimuthal angle of 0.5" and a coplanar angle of 47" over the 27-55 eV region. The full curve shows the least squares fit to the data with peaks at 29.3,36.7,38.6 and 41.2 eV. The chain curve is the artificial 'background' determined from the region between 32-35 eV and the region above 44 eV to simulate the corresponding analysis for the photoelectron measurements (Spears et a1 1974) where the background is large and unknown.
